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• Compact tension specimen manufactured from 7075-

T6

• 3 inches wide, 0.125 inches thick

• Initial notch length 1.15 inches

• Constant amplitude loading, Pmax = 100 lb, Pmin = 10 lb

• Single factor 2 (200 lb) spike overload applied when 

the crack length reached 1.4 inches, and then again at 

1.6 inches

• Participants in the challenge were invited to perform a 

blind prediction analysis, using whatever tool and 

method they preferred.

• Two submissions were received:
– Submission 1: Jake Warner, USAF.  Using AFGROW and 

the Generalised Willenborg retardation model

– Submission 2: Luciano (Lucky) Smith, SWRI.  Using 

NASGRO and the Generalised Willenborg retardation model

Overload challenge description
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• Total life to reach 1.8 inches – 3,269,818 cycles
– Delay at OL1 about 220,000 cycles

– Delay at OL2 about 120,000 cycles

Test Result
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• AFGROW

• Baseline prediction (no 

retardation/load interaction)

• Prediction with retardation:
– Generalised Willenborg 

model SOLR=2.0

– 2.0 was the lowest possible 

value without causing crack 

arrest

Submission 1  : Jake Warner USAF
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• Baseline life prediction 2,009,572 cycles

• With retardation/load interaction, Generalised Willenborg model SOLR=2.0, life increased 

to 2,017, 620 cycles.  
– First overload at 1.4 inches added 2,343 cycles (test added about 220,000)

– Second overload at 1.6 inches added 5,707 cycles (test added about 120,000)

Submission 1  : Jake Warner USAF
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• Generalised 

Willenborg 

retardation 

SOLR=2.005

• 2.005 was the lowest 

possible value 

without crack arrest

• First overload added 

about 2,000 cycles.  

Second overload 

added about 5,000 

cycles, i.e. very 

similar to Jake 

Warner’s results

Submission 2 – Lucky Smith - NASGRO
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• FASTRAN Version 5.76 –Pseudo blind and Calibrated

• AFGROW with different retardation models, including Hsu, Closure, Wheeler

• Comparisons in the plastic zone region

Post Test Analyses
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FASTRAN Analytical Model

• Plasticity induced crack closure model

• Based on Dugdale strip yield model, but modified to leave plastically deformed 
material in the wake of the crack

• Important feature is the ability to model 3D stress state effects with the constraint 
factor



• ASIP 2012 rate data from: Walker, K.F., and Newman, J.C., Jr., Development and validation of improved experimental 
techniques and modelling for fatigue crack growth under constant amplitude and spectrum loading , in USAF ASIP Conference. 
2012: San Antonio Texas USA.

• TAFM rate data from: Newman, J.C. and K.F. Walker, Fatigue-crack growth in two aluminum alloys and crack-closure analyses 
under constant-amplitude and spectrum loading. Theoretical and Applied Fracture Mechanics, 2019. 100: p. 307-318.

FASTRAN analyses, Pseudo-blind
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• α1= 1.48  Lower than expected/used for regular spectrum loading cases.  Should be 

around 1.8

FASTRAN Calibrated
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AFGROW  - Other retardation models
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• Hsu and Closure models showed similar behaviour to the Willenborg model, i.e. either little 

or no effect with variations in the parameters, or full crack arrest.



• Used trial and error to identify the “optimum” value of the Wheeler exponent “m”.  

• Found that m=5.47 produced the best result

AFGROW with “calibrated” Wheeler model
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Investigations
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• Bulk of the retardation is in the plastic zone, but it does continue after that

• Green line rate is about half the rate before the overload, and after about 1.408 inches, at 

which point the crack has grown through about 10 times the plane strain plastic zone

Plastic zone size in comparison to delay
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• Does this K reduction relationship look reasonable?

• Crack arrest occurs for SOLR values below 2  

Generalised Willenborg model K-reduction through the plastic zone
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• Possible trend identified with test data showing a linear increase in the region immediately 

after the overload.  Does this help us in some way?

Crack growth rates near the overload point
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Retardation model rates through plastic zone
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• FASTRAN rate spikes up to 1.2e-5 inches/cycle.  Massive spike – 2 orders of magnitude 

faster than the prevailing rate.

• Log plot on next slide may be more revealing



Retardation model rates through plastic zone – log scale plot
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• Measurements not frequent enough near the overload to identify trends

Crack opening measurements
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• See:
– Newman, J.J.C., Crack growth under variable amplitude and spectrum loading in 2024-T3 aluminum

alloys. 1997, United States: The Minerals, Metals and Materials Society, Warrendale, PA (United 

States).

– Yisheng, W. and J. Schijve, FATIGUE CRACK CLOSURE MEASUREMENTS ON 2024-T3 SHEET 

SPECIMENS. Fatigue & Fracture of Engineering Materials & Structures, 1995. 18(9): p. 917-921.

• 2024-T351 M(T) specimens 6.35 mm thick

• Single spike overload, and overload followed by an underload

• These tests and data demonstrate what can be achieved with tests and that crack-opening 

can be successfully measured

Other spike overload cases from the literature
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Wu/Schijve and Newman work
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• Theoretically a spike overload should be a simple case to predict.

• Do current retardation models only function reasonably well for spectrum loading 

because the varying loads relax/redistribute the plastic zone somehow?

• If we could capture that relaxation interaction accurately, could we achieve a 

retardation model that is independent of a tuning parameter?

Key Takeaways (Jake)
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• There is still work to be done to understand crack growth retardation due to spectrum 

load variability. 

o In this simple scenario of single overloads, our current retardation models – when 

using the calibration parameters that are most intuitive – don’t come close to showing 

as much retardation as the test.

o In the more complicated scenarios of full variable amplitude spectrum loading, we 

typically have to run tests to calibrate the models in order to have confidence in our 

results.

• This scenario at least shows that we can be conservative using our existing models.

• We believe that the plastic zone ahead of the crack tip slows the crack, and we believe 

that the plastic wake behind the crack tip slows the crack, but our models typically only 

consider one or the other. Do we need to consider both simultaneously? 

o The test data show the delay primarily occurring within the estimated overload plastic 

zone, which gives credence to the plastic zone-based models.

o The test data also show the delay increasing for a little while after the overload, 

which to me seems to give credence to the closure-based models.

Key Takeaways (Lucky)
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• Despite what you might think, a simple spike overload scenario is difficult to 

predict/analyse

• The overload effects seem to act over a length scale comparable with the plastic zone 

size, although they do persist well beyond that to a lesser extent

• Retardation models focus attention on the plastic zone which appears justified and 

appropriate

• The Willenborg, Hsu and Closure models as implemented in AFGROW (and NASGRO in 

the case of Willenborg) seemed unable to predict or correlate well to this case, blind or 

non-blind

• The Wheeler model was able to qualitatively approximate the behaviour seen on the test 

with an empirically adjusted value of the exponent m.  But some aspects including the rate 

after overloads did not match well.

• The FASTRAN approach approximated the behaviour reasonably well, but only when the 

value of the constraint factor α was empirically adjusted to a low value (1.48 in this case, 

where 1.8-1.85 would be expected).  The second overload effect was considerably under-

estimated

• Understanding and improving our ability to model spike overload cases is considered 

fundamental to the prediction for spectrum loading

Conclusion
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• Continue research into spike overload cases and see if any existing 

models/software/approaches can better correlate to the case presented here, and others 

like it from the literature

• Conduct further spike overload tests for the C(T) geometry, but also importantly for the 

M(T) geometry

• Continue research into the constraint effects as modelled in FASTRAN to see if there is an 

effect which is not properly understood and modelled

• Compressive constraint factor (β) in FASTRAN is typically set at 1.0.  But that may not be 

always appropriate.  Further investigation required.

Suggestions for further work
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